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Hybrid quantum/classical variational algorithms can be implemented on noisy intermediate-scale quantum computers and can be used to find solutions for combinatorial optimization problems. Approaches discussed in the literature minimize the expectation of the problem Hamiltonian for a parameterized trial quantum state. The expectation is estimated as the sample mean of a set of measurement outcomes, while the parameters of the trial state are optimized classically. This procedure is fully justified for quantum mechanical observables such as molecular energies. In the case of classical optimization problems, which yield diagonal Hamiltonians, we argue that aggregating the samples in a different way than the expected value is more natural. In this paper we propose the Conditional Value-at-Risk as an aggregation function. We empirically show – using classical simulation as well as quantum hardware – that this leads to faster convergence to better solutions for all combinatorial optimization problems tested in our study. We also provide analytical results to explain the observed difference in performance between different variational algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Combinatorial optimization (CO) has been extensively studied, because it is applied in many areas of business and science, and it is a source of interesting mathematical problems [1]. Even if many CO problems are NP-hard, they are routinely solved (possibly not to provable optimality) in industrial applications. It is widely believed that quantum computers cannot solve such problems in polynomial time (i.e., NP \( \not\subseteq \) BQP [2]), but there is significant effort toward designing quantum algorithms that could be practically useful by quickly finding near-optimal solutions to these hard problems. Among these algorithms, two candidates are more likely to be efficiently implementable on noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) devices: the Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) [3, 4], and the Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA) [5, 6]. Both VQE and QAOA use a parameterized quantum circuit \( U(\theta) \) (also called variational form) to generate trial wave functions \( |\psi(\theta)\rangle = U(\theta)|0\rangle \), guided by a classical optimization algorithm that aims to solve:

\[
\min_\theta \langle \psi(\theta) | H | \psi(\theta) \rangle .
\]

This expression encodes the total energy of a system through its Hamiltonian \( H \), and more specifically its expected value \( \langle \psi(\theta) | H | \psi(\theta) \rangle \). There is a well-known transformation to map CO problems into a Hamiltonian, see e.g., [8]; this will also be discussed subsequently in this paper. Empirical evaluations indicate that VQE’s performance suffers from some key weaknesses in the context of CO problems, and there is significant room for improvement [9]. At the same time, the literature on QAOA paints a mixed picture; while some work concludes that QAOA has promise [7, 10], other papers indicate that it may not perform better than classical algorithms [11].

In this paper, we propose a modification to the problem (1) that is given to the classical optimization algorithm: rather than minimizing the expected value \( \langle \psi(\theta) | H | \psi(\theta) \rangle \), we minimize its Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) – a measure that takes into account only the tail of the probability distribution and is widely used in finance [12]. We argue that CVaR more closely matches the practical goal of heuristic solution methods for CO problems. We provide an analytical and numerical study, showing that the proposed methodology significantly improves performance and robustness of VQE and QAOA in the context of CO. As a byproduct of this analysis, we find that for small-depth circuits it is important to use variational forms with a sufficient number of parameters, e.g., at least linear in the number of qubits. QAOA for fixed (small) depth does not satisfy this requirement, and produces “flat” quantum states that yield low probability of sampling the optimal solution. Thus, not only does our paper introduce a simple way to improve the performance of the two most prominent candidates for CO on NISQ devices, but it also sheds some light on their behavior with small-depth circuits. While we do not claim that this brings their performance on par with state-of-the-art classical heuristics, our results indicate a marked improvement as compared to what is proposed in the literature. The numerical experiments discussed in this paper are implemented in the open-source library Qiskit [13], and executed on classical quantum simulators as well as IBM’s quantum hardware.

The rest of this paper is divided as follows. The next two sections set the context for this paper by giving an overview of key concepts from the literature; the mapping of CO problems as a Hamiltonian, VQE (Section 1), and QAOA (Section II). Section IV formally introduces our main contribution, CVaR optimization. An analy-
The Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) is a hybrid quantum/classical algorithm originally proposed to approximate the ground state of a quantum chemical system, i.e., the state attaining the minimum energy. This is achieved by solving a problem of the form \( (1) \), with \( H \) encoding the total energy of the quantum chemical system. The same approach can be used to solve CO problems. Consider a quadratic unconstrained binary optimization (QUBO) problem on quantum hardware. Then, we measure the qubits, resulting in an \( n \)-bit string \( x_0 \ldots x_{n-1} \). Each observed string easily translates into a sample from \( \langle \psi(\theta) \rangle H |\psi(\theta)\rangle \), because \( H \) is a weighted summation of tensor products of Pauli Z-matrices, and each such term can be computed with a simple parity check. We denote these samples by \( H_k(\theta) \), \( k = 1, \ldots, K \), where \( K \in \mathbb{N} \) is the number of samples. The sample mean

\[
\frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} H_k(\theta)
\]

is an estimator for \( \langle \psi(\theta) \rangle H |\psi(\theta)\rangle \), and is used as the objective function for the classical optimization algorithm. The solution returned by the algorithm is then given by the bitstring that leads to the smallest \( H_k \) among all observed bitstrings and all \( \theta \) that have been evaluated.

### III. QUANTUM APPROXIMATE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

The Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA) is a hybrid quantum/classical algorithm specifically developed for CO problems. In the context of this
paper, QAOA can be seen as a form of VQE with a specific choice of the variational form that is derived from the problem Hamiltonian $H$ \cite{farhi2014quantum}. QAOA enjoys stronger convergence properties than VQE. For some problems, it can be shown that QAOA determines a quantum state with a guaranteed approximation ratio with respect to the ground state \cite{farhi2014quantum,bravyi2020adiabatic}; furthermore, QAOA applies adiabatic evolution as the circuit depth goes to $\infty$, implying that it will determine the optimal solution of the CO problem if the depth of the variational form is large enough and we can find the optimal circuit parameters.

Given a problem Hamiltonian corresponding to a QUBO as defined in \cite{farhi2007quantum}, the variational form of QAOA is constructed with a layer of Hadamard gates, followed by two alternating unitaries:

$$U_C(\gamma) = e^{-i\gamma(\sum_{i=1}^n c_i \sigma^z_i + \sum_{i<j=1}^n Q_{ij} \sigma^z_i \otimes \sigma^z_j)}, \quad (6)$$

$$U_B(\beta) = e^{-i\beta \sum_{i=1}^n \sigma^x_i}, \quad (7)$$

where $\sigma^x$ denotes the Pauli X-matrix

$$\sigma^x = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{pmatrix} \quad (8)$$

acting on the $i$-th qubit. For a given depth $p \in \mathbb{N}$, the variational form is thus defined as:

$$U(\beta, \gamma) = \left[ \prod_{i=1}^p U_B(\beta_i)U_C(\gamma_i) \right] H^{\otimes n}, \quad (9)$$

where $\beta, \gamma \in \mathbb{R}^p$ are vectors of variational parameters, and here, $H$ denotes a Hadamard gate. This yields the trial wave function:

$$|\psi(\beta, \gamma)\rangle = U(\beta, \gamma) |0\rangle, \quad (10)$$

which replaces $|\psi(\theta)\rangle$ in \cite{cerezo2020variational}. As in VQE, the expected value is computed as the sample mean over multiple observations from the quantum state, and the algorithm returns the bitstring that leads to the smallest $H_k$ among all observed bitstrings and choices of $\beta, \gamma$.

The number of variational parameters for QAOA is thus $2p$, compared to $n(1+p)$ for VQE. The circuit depth of the QAOA variational form depends on $n$, $p$, and the number of clauses in the problem Hamiltonian, which is a difference with respect to VQE. Every $U_B$ requires $n$ single-qubit $X$-rotations. One way to construct $U_C$ requires a single-qubit $Z$-rotation for each $c_i \neq 0$, and a single-qubit $Z$-rotation plus two CNOT-gates for each $Q_{ij} \neq 0$, yielding the term $e^{-i\gamma \sigma^z_i \otimes \sigma^z_j}$ up to a global phase. The circuits used in our implementation are described in Appendix \ref{app:circuits}. In total, this leads to $O(n^2p)$ single-qubit rotations and $O(n^2p)$ CNOT-gates, but the scaling may be better than the worst case if $Q$ is sparse (i.e., there are few two-qubit interactions).

### IV. CVAR OPTIMIZATION

In quantum mechanics observables are defined as expected values $\langle \psi | H | \psi \rangle$. This leads to the natural choice of the sample mean \cite{cerezo2020variational} as the objective function for the classical optimization problems embedded in VQE and QAOA. We argue that for problems with a diagonal Hamiltonian, such as CO problems, the sample mean may be a poor choice in practice. This is because when $H$ is diagonal, there exists a ground state which is a basis state. If determining the value $H_{j,j}$ of a basis state $|j\rangle$ is classically easy, the state with the minimum eigenvalue computed by an algorithm is simply the best measurement outcome among all measurements performed. It is therefore reasonable to focus on improving the properties of the best measurement outcome, rather than the average. We illustrate this intuition with a simple example. Consider two algorithms $A_1$ and $A_2$ applied to a problem with Hamiltonian $H$, minimum eigenvalue $\lambda_{\text{min}}$ and ground state $|j\rangle$. Suppose $A_1$ produces a state $|\psi_1\rangle$ and $A_2$ produces a state $|\psi_2\rangle$, with the following properties: $\langle \psi_1 | H | \psi_1 \rangle / \lambda_{\text{min}} = 1.1$ and $\langle j | \psi_1 \rangle = 0$; $\langle \psi_2 | H | \psi_2 \rangle / \lambda_{\text{min}} = 2.0$ and $\langle j | \psi_2 \rangle = 0.1$. We argue that from a practical point of view, algorithm $A_2$ is likely to be more useful than $A_1$. This is because even if $A_1$ leads to samples with a better objective function value on average, $A_1$ will never yield the ground state $|j\rangle$; whereas $A_2$, which is much worse on average, has a positive and sufficiently high probability of yielding the ground state, so that with enough repetitions we can be almost certain of determining $|j\rangle$.

In light of this discussion, one way to attain our goal would be to choose, as the objective function, the minimum observed outcome over a set of measurements: $\min \{ H_1, ..., H_K \}$. However, for finite $K$ this typically leads to a non-smooth, ill-behaved objective function that is difficult to handle for classical optimization algorithms.

To help smooth the objective function, while still focusing on improving the best measured outcomes rather than the average, we propose the Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR, also called Expected Shortfall) as the objective function. Formally, the CVaR of a random variable $X$ for a confidence level $\alpha \in (0, 1]$ is defined as

$$\text{CVaR}_\alpha(X) = \mathbb{E}[X | X \leq F_X^{-1}(\alpha)] \quad (11)$$

where $F_X$ denotes the cumulative density function of $X$. In other words, CVaR is the expected value of the lower $\alpha$-tail of the distribution of $X$. Without loss of generality, assume that the samples $H_k$ are sorted in nondecreasing order, i.e. $H_{k+1} \geq H_k$. Then, for a given set of samples $\{H_k\}_{k=1}^K$ and value of $\alpha$, the CVaR is defined as

$$\frac{1}{|\alpha K|} \sum_{k=0}^{\lfloor \alpha K \rfloor} H_k. \quad (12)$$

Note that the limit $\alpha \downarrow 0$ corresponds to the minimum, and $\alpha = 1$ corresponds to the expected value of $X$. In this sense, CVaR is a generalization of both the sample mean \cite{cerezo2020variational}, and the best observed sample $\min \{ H_1, ..., H_K \}$. For small, nonzero values of $\alpha$, CVaR still puts emphasis on
the best observed samples, but it leads to a smoother and easier to handle objective function. It is clear that this can be applied to both VQE and QAOA, simply by replacing the sample mean with CVaR in the classical optimization algorithm. We call the resulting algorithms CVaR-VQE and CVaR-QAOA, respectively.

V. ANALYSIS OF CVAR OPTIMIZATION

The optimization of CVaR with $\alpha < 1$ modifies the landscape of the objective function of VQE and QAOA as compared to the expected value, i.e., $\alpha = 1$. This is formalized next.

We need to define a random variable that encodes the classical objective function value of a measurement outcome, i.e., the value of a binary string in the QUBO problem. Let $X(\theta)$ be the random variable with outcomes $H_{j,j}$ for $j \in \{0,1\}^n$, i.e., the diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian, and $\text{Prob}(X(\theta) = H_{j,j}) = |\alpha_j(\theta)|^2$ where $|\psi(\theta)\rangle = \sum_j \alpha_j(\theta) |j\rangle$. In other words, $X(\theta)$ represents the QUBO objective function associated with a single measurement taken on the quantum state $|\psi(\theta)\rangle$.

Then the CVaR-version of (1) can be written as:

$$
\min_{\theta} \text{CVaR}_\alpha(X(\theta)).
$$

As it turns out, there is no well-defined mapping between local minima of (1) and (13).

Proposition V.1 A local minimum of (1) does not necessarily correspond to a local minimum of (13), and vice versa.

To show this, we first exhibit a local minimum of (1) that is not a local minimum of (13). Consider a two-qubit Hamiltonian $H = \text{diag}(0,1,1,2)$, and variational form depicted in Fig. 2. It is easy to verify that the quantum state constructed by this variational form is $|\psi(\theta)\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\cos \frac{\theta}{2}, \sin \frac{\theta}{2}, -\sin \frac{\theta}{2}, \cos \frac{\theta}{2})$. Given the Hamiltonian, we have $\text{CVaR}_\alpha(X(\theta)) = E[X(\theta)] = \cos^2 \frac{\theta}{2} + \sin^2 \frac{\theta}{2} = 1$ independent of $\theta$, so every value of $\theta$ is a local (in fact, global) minimum. On the other hand, it is clear that for $\alpha < 1$ there are values of $\theta$ that are not local minima: for example, with $\alpha = 0.5$ doing the calculations shows that $\text{CVaR}_{0.5}(X(\theta)) = \sin^2 \frac{\theta}{2}$. Hence, the only local minima are at $\theta = 2k\pi$ for $k$ integer.

The converse, i.e., a local minimum of (13) that is not a local minimum of (1), is trivial: for any problem (1) and parameters $\theta^*$ such that $|\psi(\theta^*)\rangle$ has overlap $\rho > 0$ with the ground state, $\theta^*$ is a global minimum of $\text{CVaR}_\alpha(X(\theta^*))$ for $\alpha \leq \rho$, even if $\theta^*$ is not a local minimum of (1).

It is easy to see from the above discussion on local minima that, in fact, we cannot even map global minima of problems (1) and (13) to each other. In fact, suppose a certain trial state $|\psi(\theta)\rangle$ has overlap $\rho$ with the ground state, then it is a global optimum of (13) for any $\alpha \leq \rho$. On the other hand, it is clear that it may not be a global optimum of (1), depending on the variational form chosen.

Even if Prop. V.1 indicates that mapping properties of the optimization problems (1) and (13) is not trivial, the two-qubit example exhibiting a local minimum of (1) that is not a local minimum of (13) showcases a situation in which CVaR optimization is clearly preferable. Indeed, using (1) yields a constant objective function on which no optimization can be performed. However, CVaR with $0 < \alpha < 1$ yields a smooth objective function that is optimized by decreasing $\theta$. This has a positive effect on the probability of sampling the ground state $|00\rangle$, which is maximized at $\theta = 0$ in the interval $[0, \pi]$. The objective function (13) in this example for different values of $\alpha$ is illustrated in Fig. 3.

VI. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

The preceding analysis shows that CVaR optimization may improve certain properties of the classical optimization problem solved in VQE and QAOA. To verify if this is the case from an empirical point of view, we test the proposed on multiple random instances of six CO problems: maximum stable set, maximum 3-satisfiability, number partitioning, maximum cut, market split, and portfolio optimization. Below, we give a brief description of these problems. A more detailed discussion of the instance generation and the mapping to a Hamiltonian can be found in [1] for all problems except portfolio optimization, which is discussed in Appendix B.
Maximum stable set Given an undirected graph $G = (V, E)$, a stable set (also called independent set) is a set of mutually nonadjacent vertices. The objective of the maximum stable set problem is to find a stable set of maximum cardinality.

Maximum 3-satisfiability The objective of the maximum 3-satisfiability problem is to find an assignment of boolean variables that satisfies the largest number of clauses of a boolean formula in conjunctive normal form, where each clause has exactly three literals.

Number partitioning Given a set of numbers $S = \{a_1, ..., a_n\}$, the problem of number partitioning asks to determine disjoint sets $P_1, P_2 \subset \{1, ..., n\}$ with $P_1 \cup P_2 = \{1, ..., n\}$, such that $\sum_{i \in P_1} a_i - \sum_{j \in P_2} a_j$ is minimized.

Maximum cut Given a weighted undirected graph $G = (V, E)$ with edge weights $w_{ij}$, the maximum cut problem aims to determine a partition of $V$ into two disjoint sets $V_1, V_2$ such that the sum of weights of edges that connect $V_1$ and $V_2$ is maximized.

Market split The market split problem can be described as the problem of assigning $n$ customers of a firm that sells $m$ products to two subdivisions of the same firm, such that the two subdivisions retain roughly an equal share of the market.

Portfolio optimization Given a set of $n$ assets $\{1, ..., n\}$, corresponding expected returns $\mu_i$ and covariances $\sigma_{ij}$, a risk factor $q > 0$ and a budget $B \in \{1, ..., n\}$, the considered portfolio optimization problem tries to find a subset of assets $P \subset \{1, ..., n\}$ with $|P| = B$ such that the resulting $q$-weighted mean-variance, i.e. $\sum_{i \in P} \mu_i - q \sum_{i,j \in P} \sigma_{ij}$, is maximized.

For each problem except MAX3SAT, we generate ten random instances on 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 qubits. Our formulation of MAX3SAT requires the number of qubits to be a multiple of three, thus we use 6, 9, 12, and 15 qubits. For every instance, we run CVaR-VQE and CVaR-QAOA for $\alpha \in \{1\% , 5\% , 10\% , 25\% , 50\% , 75\% , 100\% \}$ and $p = 0, 1, 2$ for VQE and $p = 1, 2, 3$ for QAoA. In total, this leads to 340 random problem instances and 14,280 test cases. Following [9], we use the classical optimizer COBYLA to determine the parameters of the trial wave function.

In the first part of our experimental evaluation (Sec. VIIA), we analyze the performance of the different algorithms using the exact quantum state resulting from simulation. This allows us to precisely characterize the performance metrics that we use. In the second part (Sec. VIIB), we study the performance of the proposed approach using existing quantum hardware.

A. Results I: Simulation

We compare the different algorithms by plotting the resulting probability of sampling an optimal solution versus the number of iterations of the classical optimization algorithm. To make the number of iterations comparable for problems of different sizes, we normalize it dividing by the number of qubits. We choose the probability of sampling an optimal solution, rather than some aggregate measure of the objective function value, because all our algorithms use different metrics in this respect: comparing algorithms with respect to the average objective function value (or CVaR with a different $\alpha$) would not be informative. The probability of sampling an optimal solution (i.e., the overlap with ground state) is a reasonable metric that provides valuable information across different values of $\alpha$.

Fig. 4 shows the fraction of instances that achieve at least a certain probability of sampling an optimal state ($\geq 1\%$ and $\geq 10\%$) with respect to the number of normalized iterations for CVaR-VQE / CVaR-QAOA (using all-to-all entanglement). This fraction is shown for each considered variational form depth, $p$, and value of $\alpha$. The plots show that increasing $p$ and decreasing $\alpha$ has a positive impact on the performance.

For CVaR-VQE, using $p = 2$ and $\alpha = 1\%$, within 50 normalized iterations we achieve at least 1% probability of sampling an optimal state for almost all instances. In contrast, with $\alpha = 100\%$ (i.e., the expected value), we reach the same probability of sampling an optimum only for 60% of the test problems. Notice that the value of $\alpha$ introduces a soft cap on the maximum probability of sampling a ground state: for example, for $\alpha = 10\%$ we reach 10% probability to sample an optimal solution for most of the test problems in less than 50 normalized iterations, but with $\alpha = 1\%$ we reach 10% probability only in a small fraction of problems. This is expected, because the CVaR objective function with $\alpha = 1\%$ does not reward increasing the overlap with the ground state beyond 1% probability.

For CVaR-QAOA, we observe improved performance as $p$ increases and $\alpha$ decreases (up to a certain level). Comparing VQE and QAOA, we observe that QAOA’s performance appears significantly worse than that of VQE for equivalent depth (where we compare depth $p$ for VQE to depth $p + 1$ for QAOA). We conjecture that this is due to the limited number of variational parameters in QAOA: only 2$p$, compared to $n(1 + p)$ for VQE. An intuitive explanation is that the state vector obtained with QAOA is thus relatively “flat”, and never reaches a large overlap with the ground state. This intuitive explanation is formalized in Sec. VII. In the context of this paper, one of QAOA’s characteristics, i.e., the concentration around the mean [3], may become a weakness in the practical context of sampling the optimum (or a near-optimal solution) with sufficiently large probability. To improve QAOA’s performance we would have to increase the depth. Since the current generation of quan-
FIG. 4: Summary of the results with VQE (left) / QAOA (right) using quantum states resulting from classical simulation. On the x-axis we plot the normalized number of iterations, on the y-axis the fraction of the instances that attain a certain probability of sampling an optimal basis state. Each plot contains results for different levels of $\alpha$ (reported as $\alpha \times \%$ in the legend), and the depth increases from top to bottom.

B. Results II: Quantum Device

To test CVaR optimization on quantum hardware, we consider an instance of the portfolio optimization problem with 6 assets mapped to 6 qubits, see Appendix B. We choose portfolio optimization because the problems of this class are some of the most difficult of our testbed. We test CVaR-VQE on the IBM Q Poughkeepsie 20-qubit quantum computer, with COBYLA as the classical optimizer. In this section we apply nearest neighbor entanglement instead of all-to-all entanglement. We choose 6 qubits on the device that are connected in a ring (qubits 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, and 12), thus achieving a cyclic entanglement without additional swap operations; see Appendix B for more detail. We use CVaR-VQE rather than CVaR-QAOA because for the same circuit depth it leads to better solutions, as discussed in Sec. VTA.

We run CVaR-VQE with depth $p = 1$ and $\alpha = 1\%$, 25\%, 100\%, repeating each experiment five times. We gather 8,192 samples from each trial wavefunction, studying the probability of measuring a ground state with
respect to the number of iterations of the classical optimization algorithm. To illustrate the convergence of the algorithm, we also plot the progress in the objective function value. Note that the reported objective function values for different values of $\alpha$ are incomparable. To reduce variance in the experiments, we fix the initial variational parameters to $\theta = 0$. Results are reported in Fig. 3. Similar plots for depth $p = 0$ and $p = 2$ are reported in Appendix B.

We see that the smaller the $\alpha$, the earlier the probability of sampling an optimal solution increases. For $\alpha = 100\%$, the probability stays almost flat and makes little progress. The plots of the objective function also show that $\alpha < 100\%$ speeds up to convergence of the objective function values to a (local) optimum. For $\alpha = 10\%, 25\%$ the probability of finding the optimal solution attains the corresponding $\alpha$-level in all 5 experiments, whereas for $\alpha = 100\%$ the probability remains very small.

In addition to the improved convergence behavior already demonstrated in Sec. VTA using classical simulation, the CVaR-objective function also seems to mitigate noise and errors introduced by the quantum hardware. A possible explanation is that as the optimization progresses, noise is likely to decrease the quality of the samples; e.g., after we reach the ground state, a bit flip due to noise may increase the objective function value by a large amount. This is especially true for problems that contain penalty terms for violating equality constraints. By focusing only on the samples with a low objective value, we automatically focus on higher-quality samples, that are thus less affected by errors. This increased robustness makes the CVaR objective particularly well-suited for experiments on NISQ devices.

VII. ON THE PERFORMANCE OF QAOA

In this section we formalize our intuition that, due to the small number of variational parameters, QAOA may produce relatively “flat” state vectors, i.e., with amplitudes of similar magnitude. We initially observed this behavior empirically, and it can be made precise under some additional conditions.

Proposition VII.1 Assume that we apply QAOA to a problem on $n$ qubits with objective function encoded in a diagonal Hamiltonian $H$ with diagonal elements $H_{j,j}, j = 1, \ldots, 2^n$. Let $\delta := \max_{i,j} |\{j \in \{0,1\}^n : H_{j,j} = \ell}\}|/2^n,$ i.e., the maximum fraction of basis states having the same eigenvalue. Let $|\psi_p\rangle = \sum_z \alpha_{p,z} |z\rangle$ be the quantum state produced by QAOA with depth $p$. Let $\Delta_p$ be a lower bound on the maximum fraction of amplitudes that are equal after iteration $p$ of QAOA, i.e., $\Delta_p := \min_{0 \leq p} \max_{0 \leq p} |\{j \in \{0,1\}^n : \alpha_{j,j} = u\}|/2^n$. Then $|\alpha_{p,z}| \leq (2^{n+1} (2 - \Delta_{p-1} - \delta) + 1)^{p} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2^n}}$ for all $z \in \{0,1\}^n$. Furthermore, $\Delta_0 = 1$, but the value of $\Delta_p$ may decrease exponentially fast in $p$.

The proof of the above proposition is given in Appendix C. While the statement is technical, we discuss some special cases that provide an intuition. When $p = 1$ and most of the diagonal values of the Hamiltonian are equal, say, $\delta \geq 1 - 2^{-\text{O}(\epsilon)}$, $\epsilon > 0$, then the resulting state vector is necessarily flat: all the amplitudes are exponentially small $O(\frac{1}{\sqrt{2^n}})$. This situation is easy to envision: when the Hamiltonian does not provide enough information on the distribution of objective function values, QAOA with small depth cannot transfer enough probability mass to any basis state. This is the case, for instance, in the Grover “needle in a haystack” problem [18] where a unique $z^*$ has objective function value $H_{z^*, z^*} = 1$ and $H_{z, z} = 0$ for all other $z \in \{0,1\}^n$. Another example is given by the feasibility version of the market split problems, see the analysis on the number of solutions in [19]. The Hamiltonians that necessarily lead to flat...
state vectors are those with \( \delta, \Delta_p \approx 1 - 2^{-n(\frac{1}{2} + \epsilon)} \); notice that intuitively, \( \delta \approx 1 \) is more likely to lead to \( \Delta_p \approx 1 \), although our proof in Appendix [C] shows a very loose lower bound on \( \Delta_p \), that is exponentially decreasing in \( p \). Another way to interpret Prop. [VII] is that QAOA requires the diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian (i.e., objective function values) to be well-distributed to effectively “mix” and increase the amplitudes. This can also be achieved increasing \( p \), say, linearly in \( n \), but for fixed \( p \) there is the risk that the amplitudes remain flat. While this may still lead to a good average objective function value, it may not put enough emphasis on the tail of the distribution of objective function values to sample an optimal or a near-optimal solution. Notice that examples of this are also discussed in the seminal paper [5]: the paper shows that for MaxCut on 2-regular graphs, QAOA produces a state with approximation ratio 3/4 but exponentially small overlap with the optimal solution.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We introduce improved versions of the hybrid quantum/classical algorithms VQE and QAOA for CO, based on the CVaR aggregation function for the samples obtained from trial wavefunctions. We provide theoretical and empirical results, showing an increase in performance compared to approaches in the literature. This includes a demonstration on IBM’s quantum hardware, where the algorithm that we propose shows greater resilience to noise and the ability to reach an optimal solution much faster.
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Appendix A: Implementation of QAOA

As discussed in the main text, implementing the blocks \( U_B \) and \( U_C \) of QAOA requires both single-qubit rotations and CNOT-gates. The implementation of \( U_B \) is trivial in Qiskit, as X-rotations \( R_X \) are natively supported, we can apply \( R_X(-2\beta) \) to each qubit to implement \( U_B \). For \( U_C \), a possible implementation for \( e^{-i\gamma \sigma_z^i \otimes \sigma_z^j} \) up to a global phase is depicted in Fig. 6 using two CNOT-gates and one single-qubit Z-rotation \( R_Z \) (both also natively supported in Qiskit).

Appendix B: Portfolio Optimization on Quantum Device

The portfolio optimization problem considered in Sec. [VI.B] is given by

\[
\max_{x \in \{0, 1\}^n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \mu_i x_i - q \sum_{i,j=1}^{n} \sigma_{ij} x_i x_j - \lambda \left( B - \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \right)^2,
\]

where we subtract a penalty term weighted by \( \lambda \) to enforce the budget constraint \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i = B \). We choose \( n = 6 \), \( q = 0.5 \), \( B = 3 \), and \( \lambda = 12 \). The used return vector \( \mu \) and positive semidefinite covariance matrix \( \sigma \) were generated randomly and are given by:

\[
\mu = \begin{pmatrix}
0.7313 & 0.9893 & 0.2725 & 0.8750 & 0.7667 & 0.3622 \\
-0.6233 & -0.6233 & 0.4689 & -0.5452 & -0.0082 & -0.3809 \\
-0.4689 & -0.7583 & 1.1543 & -1.4095 & 0.0007 & -0.4301 \\
-0.5452 & 2.4659 & -1.4095 & 3.5067 & 0.2012 & 1.0922 \\
-0.0082 & -0.0733 & 0.0007 & 0.2012 & 0.6231 & 0.1509 \\
-0.3809 & 0.8945 & -0.4301 & 1.0922 & 0.1509 & 0.8992
\end{pmatrix}
\]

The corresponding Hamiltonian can be constructed as described e.g. in Sec. [I] and the references mentioned therein. The variational form is constructed as described in Sec. [I] with nearest neighbor entanglement. The topology of IBM Q Poughkeepsie, the selected qubits and the entanglement are illustrated in Fig. 7.

In the remainder of this section, we report results for depth \( p = 0 \) and \( p = 2 \); for the overall setup, as well as results for \( p = 1 \), see Section [VI.B].

For \( p = 0 \), Fig. 8 shows that results for \( \alpha = 10\% \) and \( \alpha = 25\% \) are similar to those for \( p = 1 \). However, for \( \alpha = 100\% \) the probability of sampling a ground state first increases to 5% on average, then it drops close to zero, even though the objective function improves. This is an example where improving the objective value does not necessarily imply getting a better overall solution (i.e., binary string), and highlights our motivation of using CVaR as the objective in contrast to the expected value.

For \( p = 2 \), Fig. 9 again shows that results for \( \alpha = 10\% \) are similar to those for \( p = 0, 1 \). Although the probability of sampling a ground state is not always exceeding \( \alpha \) as before, it reaches that level on average. However, for \( \alpha = 25\% \) the probability of sampling a ground state does not reach \( \alpha \) anymore, but plateaus slightly below. This is another indication that the CVaR objective function
might mitigate noise, since a larger depth generally leads to more noise. For the expected value, i.e., $\alpha = 100\%$, we again see a probability of the ground state which is close to zero and that decreases after an initial small increase.

**Appendix C: Proof of Proposition VII.1**

We show this by induction on $p$. Let $u_p$ be the arg max in the definition of $\Delta^p_p$ for $t = p$. With $p = 0$, QAOA only applies a layer of Hadamard gates, therefore it is obvious that $|\alpha_0,z\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2^n}}$. We now show the induction step. Recall that the $p+1$-th layer of QAOA applies two unitaries $U_C(\gamma), U_B(\beta)$ to the state $|\psi_p\rangle$, in the given order. Here, the objective function value of a basis state $|z\rangle$ is denoted $H_{z,z}$ for consistency with the rest of the paper. In classical QAOA notation, it is typically denoted $C(z) := \sum_{k=1}^n C_k(z)$, with $C_k(z) = 0$ if string $z$ does not satisfy the $k$-th clause, $C_k(z) = 1$ otherwise, and the goal is to maximize $C(z)$. We can simply think of $H$ as encoding $C$, i.e., $H_{z,z} = C(z)$. Let $|\phi\rangle$ be the state obtained after applying $U_C(\gamma)$. We have:

$$|\phi\rangle = U_C(\gamma)|\phi_p\rangle = \sum_z \alpha_{p,z} e^{-i\gamma H_{z,z}} |z\rangle.$$  

Finally we apply $U_B(\beta) = (e^{-i\beta X})^\otimes_n$ to obtain the state $|\psi\rangle = \sum_z \alpha_{p+1,z} |z\rangle$. Let $e^{-i\beta X} = (a_{00} \ a_{01} \ a_{10} \ a_{11})$. By definition, for every basis state $|j\rangle$, we have:

$$\alpha_{p+1,j} = \sum_z \prod_{h=1}^n a_{j_h,z_h} \alpha_{p,z} e^{-i\gamma H_{z,z}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (C1)

**FIG. 7:** Connectivity of IBM Q Poughkeepsie. We use qubits 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, and 12, and entangle nearest neighbors, i.e., we achieve a cyclic entanglement for every layer in the considered variational form.

**FIG. 8:** Quantum hardware results for portfolio optimization problem with six assets/qubits. CVaR-VQE results are shown for depth $p = 0$ and $\alpha = 10\%, 25\%, 100\%$ (from top to bottom) and five runs with 8,192 samples for each $\alpha$. Plots on the left: resulting objective values per iteration; plots on the right: resulting probability of sampling an optimal solution. Since COBYLA converges after a different number of iterations in each run, we assume that the contribution of each run to the average value after termination of that run is its last reported value. The $\alpha$-levels $10\%$ and $25\%$ are indicated by the gray dashed lines in all probability plots.
Recalling that \( a_{00} = a_{11} = \cos \beta, a_{01} = a_{10} = -i \sin \beta, \) and \( |u_p| \leq \max |\alpha_{p,z}|, \) it follows that
\[
(a_{00} + a_{01}) \sum_h j_h (a_{10} + a_{11})^{n-h} j_h u_p e^{-i\gamma t} \leq \max |\alpha_{p,z}|.
\]

We also have:
\[
\sum_z \prod_{h=1}^n a_{j_h z_h} (\alpha_{p,z} - u_p) e^{-i\gamma t} = \sum_z \prod_{h=1}^n a_{j_h z_h} (\alpha_{p,z} - u_p) e^{-i\gamma t} \leq 2^n (1 - \Delta_p) \prod_{h=1}^n |(\alpha_{p,z} - u_p)| e^{-i\gamma t} \leq 2^n (1 - \Delta_p) \prod_{h=1}^n (|\alpha_{p,z}| + |u_p|) \leq 2^n (1 - \Delta_p)(2 \max z |\alpha_{p,z}|)
\]

We now need to find an upper bound to the term \[\sum_z \prod_{h=1}^n a_{j_h z_h} \alpha_{p,z} e^{-i\gamma t} (e^{-i\gamma (H_{z,s} - \ell)} - 1)\]. We obtain:
\[
\sum_z \prod_{h=1}^n a_{j_h z_h} \alpha_{p,z} e^{-i\gamma t} (e^{-i\gamma (H_{z,s} - \ell)} - 1) \leq \sum_z \prod_{h=1}^n a_{j_h z_h} \alpha_{p,z} e^{-i\gamma t} (e^{-i\gamma (H_{z,s} - \ell)} - 1) \leq \max z \alpha_{p,z} \sum_{z:H_{z,s} = \ell} (e^{-i\gamma (H_{z,s} - \ell)} - 1) + \max z \alpha_{p,z} \sum_{z:H_{z,s} \neq \ell} (e^{-i\gamma (H_{z,s} - \ell)} - 1) \leq 2 \max z \alpha_{p,z} \leq 2^n (1 - \delta)
\]

Thus, we have
\[
|\alpha_{p+1,j}| \leq (2^n + (2 - \Delta_p - \delta) + 1) \max z |\alpha_{p,z}| \leq (2^n + (2 - \Delta_p - \delta) + 1) \frac{1}{\sqrt{2^n}},
\]

where we used the fact that \( \Delta_p \) is decreasing in \( p \) by definition. It is also useful to determine a lower bound on \( \Delta_p \). It is clear that \( \Delta_0 = 1 \) because for \( p = 0 \) all amplitudes are equal. To find a lower bound on \( \Delta_{p+1} \) based on \( \Delta_p \), we look at the last line of (C1), which decomposes \( \alpha_{p+1,j} \) into three summations. The first summation has \( n \) possible different values. The second summation has at most \( \frac{n}{2} \) possible coefficient values for each \( z \): this is because \( \prod_{h=1}^n a_{j_h z_h} \) can be computed by looking at which \( z_h \) are 1 and counting how many corresponding \( j_h \) are 1, then doing the same for zeros. The largest number of combinations is obtained when \( z \) has \( n/2 \) bits equal to 1, yielding \( (n/2)^2 \) combinations. Since there
are $(1 - \Delta_p)^2n$ nonzero terms in the summation, in total we obtain at most $(n^2/4)(1 - \Delta_p)^2n$ different values. The third summation is similar: \(n^2/4\) possible coefficient values for each \(z\), and $(1 - \delta)^2n$ nonzero terms, for a total of at most $(n^2/4)(1 - \delta)^2n$ different values. In total, there are at most \(n(n^2/4(2 - \delta - \Delta_p)^2n\) different values of \(\alpha_j\). Hence, \(\Delta_p + 1 \geq \frac{1}{n(n^2/4(2 - \delta - \Delta_p)^2n)}\) whenever \(p \geq 1\).